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NOTWICS - COVID DIARY 5 - AUGUST
# THE CURRENT INVESTOR SENTIMENT
# THE FUTURE FUND COVERS THE CRACKS, MORE IS NEEDED BY UK GOVERNMENT
# FOUNDER'S PERFORMANCE, SIX MONTHS IN, FROM THEIR INVESTORS
# INVESSTOR REACTIONS TO OTHER KEY GLOBAL THEMES

GOOD MORNING,
Here's our current thoughts on the UK Private Tech space:

COVID - 19 TRENDS AND PERSPECTIVES

6 MONTHS IN - HOW ARE UK INVESTORS THINKING
AGAIN NOTWICS REACHED OUT TO OUR
COMMUNITY OF ANGELS AND VCS', TO GAUGE
SENTIMENT AND UNDERSTAND WHAT'S DRIVING
THE INVESTMENT SPACE CURRENTLY IN THE UK
PRIVATE TECH SPACE (from Pre-Seed to Series A)
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THERE WERE SOME FASCINATING PERSPECTIVES,
Translate
SHARED BY MANY, WHICH WE'VE TRIED TO
SUMMARISE AS BEST AS POSSIBLE FOR ALL

So - As we emerge back from the beach and near the end of a Cruel, Cruel summer in the
words of 80's pop phenomenon, Bananarama, NOTWICS decided to plonk ngers
on keyboard to help frame the current thinking amongst investors that we regularly engage
with.
1/ INVESTMENT ENVIRONMENT - VC
# In general, most VC's have been active over the summer and the great founders & ideas are
still being backed
# In fact, the top 5% of founders are seeing their rounds over-subscribed and in some cases
are having to reduce allocations to new investors
# The next 15% are still getting funded, but generally its reported by funds and founders, it's
taking a bit longer to get these deals done, which is no surprise. So the really, really good
names are seeing an extended 3 to 6 months to get rounds done
# The biggest pain point reported by funds, is that they have raised the bar dramatically and
are making fewer investments, relative to previous years.
# Subsequently the remaining 80% of founders looking are really struggling to get Seed to
Series A funding. This is previous years was around 50%, highlighted one Seed VC, showing
how tough it's currently becoming in the UK to get new cash from investors
# This also prompted some commentary that the real pain is to come in future months, should
this remain as the holding pattern
On a more encouraging note,
# The natural seasonal optimism of the usual September (Santa Claus Rally), traditionally
bringing the dry powder to the market, that has been on the sidelines for the last six
months, could mean funding opportunities to these founders who have really struggled in the
last 6 months
# There appear to be several funds that need to get money to work in the remaining months
of the year and irrespective of the widely expected second wave, these VC's need to do deals
and can't sit out the full year
# There is a continuing acceptance of debt funding, in funding rounds, with both founders and
equity funds generally accepting that debt. Either indirectly by VC's recommending this
option to portfolio companies, or from founders themselves
# Finally, for the rst time in a number of months, we've seen commentary that some of the
newer funds of recent years, are out in the market, trying to raise a new fund. Brave stuff, but
these are clever, successful VC's that clearly know that an opportunity exists, by doing this
2/ INVESTMENT ENVIROMENT - ANGELS
# There are early signs prevailing that some of the Angels, whom have been out the market
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widely since March are starting to return and test the water again, with SEIS and EIS
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investments
# Several factors have contributing to this return to the fold, again September seasonality,
also the need SEIS / EIS tax relief, amusingly boredom and need to do something are all
reasons provided from our recent conversations
# There has also been some commentary that some are now turning away from Public
markets, that they think are over-valued and over-hyped, to return their focus to private
# The angels we spoke to are widely expecting a second wave, but being used to living with
the pandemic are now more comfortable investing virtually and no longer need to meet a
company founder physically to invest
# Angels also praised the growing number of platforms showcasing quality founders through
video or online webinars too, including Notwics Connecting People
# These virtual events / pitches, provided enough content and information most would have
gleaned from a pitch evening
# Then supplemented by follow up 1to1 zoom calls, has become a process to convince
some to invest now. "It's the new normal and saves on loads of commuting to town" said one
angel
# However the growing enthusiasm was tempered by a belief by most Angels don't predict
the nancial oodgates re-opening for founders in the remaining months of 2020 and it
would take a long time, in current circumstances to get back to levels of Angel investing seen
in 2019
3/ THE DEALS IN THE MEDIA
# Another interesting theme is the somewhat misleading picture that my friends in the media
painted around private Tech in Q2
# Certain article had "Record quarter", "Robust", "Record Week" - which whilst been true of
the headline facts, few of the articles failed to point out to the general readers that this news
is almost always re ecting a 6 month lag
# So the real pain in the numbers is yet to come and investors we talked to highlighted that
the media is sadly glossing over the current cracks in the investment environment, as the rosy
Q2 environment isn't quite so re ective of what investment is taking place at the moment
# These Q2 numbers reported were basically driven by deals that on the whole started in
Q419 / Q120, before the funding taps were widely turned to Covid - 19 off !!
# So the real picture of how tough the environment is, will not potentially reported by the
media en masse, until Q4202 / Q1/21
Additionally,
# The media reports glamourised a squew in funding in the UK to a few bigger scale-ups
(Revolut / Thought Machine) taking 50%-70% of investment, on a week by week basis
# On the whole, there appeared to be a scarcity of deals under £1m (seed and early),
reported by the media, in these re-caps
# Culminatively, the much feared Seed and Early founder gap, that sadly was predicted at the
onset of Covid - 19, if there is no government early stage FF (which I have detailed thoughts
on below) could potentially hit home in Q4/20 / Q1/21, having serious consequences for
investment players and other intermediaries in this space
4/ ADVICE FOR FOUNDERS
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# Investing by zoom is now a norm, as even the oldest studgions or bastions of old school VC,
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who demand "we have to meet you F2F" is on the "John Wayne", and the trend is very much
towards this drifting away from the VC's we've recently caught up with..
# New deals and existing deals are being signed off with little or no physical contact as it's
basically a normality and now not a novelty of deal making
# It's also become clear the investors on the whole now expect a Video pitch, which speaks /
explains the vision, opportunity and business a million times more than words.
# Pictures and People tell a much better story - so perfect your pitch on video, as a few funds
and angels highlighted that this is becoming much more important that the teaser deck. In
essence, one comment, a great Video pitch is much more powerful at bringing the pitch
opportunity home, thus increasing chances of investment. Its .. "way more effective use of 5
minutes for me than a Teaser Deck"
# There is a wide acceptance that in-person isn't going to be back till next spring, at the
earliest, so look to perfect your virtual pitch to gain capital
===> Film that zoom, professionally !
5/ ACCEPTANCE NOW THAT LIFE WITH COVID-19 IS A NORM THAT INVESTORS NEED
TO WORK WITH, NOT AGAINST
# Interestingly the investment community appear to have now moved to a place of
acceptance around the pandemic
# There is much less chat about the "old world and new", albeit some comments linger out
there that some founders still persist with old world valuations
# Several funds disagreed with the perspective that investing in Covid - 19 verticals, was a
fad, protesting that these were the areas that will survive 2020, grow into 2021, to hopefully
be pro table by 2022
# So it's madness in the words of one angel, to not be investing in the winners of the future,
that have seen Covid-19 accelerate their opportunities and business
Here's some of the investor commentary here...

"At some point debt becomes cheaper than equity, just depends on the
terms. UK has a good focus on early pro tability so a mixture of equity
and debt could be powerful"

"Covid is a massive shock to the system so it rearranges the order in the
system. The key is to understand which behaviours stick when
behavioural changes like this accelerate - it compressed the adoption
cycle for many businesses. We are still monitoring, as life with Covid-19
is now a norm"

"Covid has accelerated behaviours rather than changed them. We look
at a long-term view for investing so it’s not changed the areas we are
interested in particularly. I think it may change the number of start ups
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in those areas however (increase them) as entrepreneurs seen moreTranslate
opportunity in them"
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THE UK GOVERNMENT - FUTURE FUND & BEYOND
WE WANTED TO CHECK UPON THE CURRENT
IMPACT OF THE GOVERNMENT IN ASSISTING THE
FUNDING ENVIRONMENT, WHOM MOST
RESPONDENTS FEEL IS AKIN TO DRIVING MISS DAISY,
RISHI
NATURALLY CONVERSATIONS WERE CENTERED
AROUND THE FUTURE FUND, BUT ALSO TOUCHED
UPON WHAT MORE THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD
CONSIDER DOING
WITH A GROWING ACCEPTANCE THAT A SECOND
WAVE IS MORE LIKELY THAN NOT, IN THE LAST
QUARTER OF 2020

The perspective on the Future Fund was balanced. The majority of VC's felt it had been a very
helpful mechanism to help bring a fast, effective capital life support machine to businesses in
their portfolios' and give these mid to late-stage names, enough runway for the next 18
months. This was widely viewed as the capital runway needed to stretch cash burn in the
pandemic.
# Contrasting this, other funds felt it was really too early to tell what the impact of the Future
Fund would be & depends on how the companies end up using the funds. There will be some
good eggs and bad that get the funds, with hopefully a few Unicorns making it a success
# Looking at the split of replies and context: 70% of respondents felt that the Future Fund
had been a success so far, 20% not and about 10% felt the jury was out
On a further note,
# There was also interest in how the government could move retroactively to increase the
bene ts of the program for other Founders, that didn't qualify initially for this source of
Capital
# In fact, the community appears to be very interested in understanding if the Government
have bigger plans to introduce further stimulus to funding, to get the whole ecosystem
working better again
# Talk of a bazooka fund, which effectively provides capital for Pre-Future Fund stage
business could really re-invigorate and bring the Angels back en masse, highlighted one
leading angel.
# It's fair to say that about 60% of angels and some Seed VC's highlighted a government
initiative - or state aid fund (akin to what Macron has done in France), would really stimulate
the ecosystem and assist the 80% of pre Future Fund stage founders (mentioned earlier) get
the funding they need to survive the next 18 months, and enable them to survive and grow
during the pandemic
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"The Future Fund has not been great – a small fund and EIS and VCT
funds are excluded, which is a huge chunk of the market. But do
understand there are State Aid issues and this is a key topic in the Brexit
negotiations"

"We’ll see if FF delivers, but by design it is really a quite helpful and
sensible response form government. But why oh why was the Start-up
tech industry not in charge of the track and trace app though? Could
have done it half the time, in 1 tenth the price and it would have worked
well"

"The FF has augmented rounds that would have taken place now or in
the next 6 months. It has been helpful and the process very ef cient. It's
also needed to support midstage companies who are those who will
maintain the most jobs"

"VC's have been lining up their portfolios for months for the future fund
(we're EIS so don't qualify). The application process looks pretty easy to
me and John Spindler for Capital Enterprise has a signi cant hand in
that, so the government was obviously keen to pull in specialist help. I
can see why the fund doesn't work/ is annoying for companies that don't
meet the criteria. Ignoring the social impact the government is aiming
for, I predict that this fund will have one of the highest rates of return of
any fund in the country, it's a fund that has the ability to mass diversify
across 2 key spaces, lower ticket start ups with signi cant angel
investment and well established scale ups with signi cant VC backing"

"The take up of the Fund day one shows the demand for it and therefore
irrespective of views on the terms or structure, it has to be seen as good
for the tech community as it provides much needed funding. The
structure has mean't that it is not available for a large number of
businesses. Only those who can nd a compatible co-funder can make it
work. The advantage of the way the government has structured it is that
it can be an automated process and quick to deploy. The disadvantage is
many companies miss out"
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FOUNDER REACTIONS - FROM THE VC'S THAT
INVESTED IN THEM
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THE OVER-RIDING MESSAGE FROM ALL INVESTORS
WHEN THEY SPOKE ABOUT THE IMPACT OF COVID19 ON FOUNDERS, WAS HOW WELL THEY HAD
COPED AND REACTED WELL TO THE CURVE BALL &
PROBLEMS IT BROUGHT
FOUNDERS ON THE WHOLE HAVE BEEN SUPERSTARS
IN THE EYES OF MOST INVESTORS, AKIN TO THE 70'S /
80'S SHOW, THAT I USED TO WATCH IN AWE AS A KID
THERE WAS ALSO UNIVERSAL AGREEMENT THAT ITS
THE FOUNDERS WHO HAVE HAD THE REALLY
TOUGHEST TIME, IN THE LAST SIX MONTHS, OF ANY
SEGMENT OF THE INDUSTRY

Somewhat tempering this positive introduction, most investors felt that we are still in a
dif cult and different situation for all founders, whatever shape or size. Both founders and
investors acknowledge they may still will have to continue to make very dif cult decisions in
coming months
The key comments from VC's on this topic were as follows:
# There is no magic wand here, but the initial shock of Covid - 19 has been absorbed, but the
further reality of even more drastic change for both founders and funds to survive, will
become a reality in the next 12 months
# Some the more experienced VC's brought comfort by highlighting that 2020 is not like
2008, where there was a liquidity crisis and market collapse and that they wouldn't expect
this to happen here
# One of the biggest realisations that investor highlighted is the need for founders to take
into account that their workforce will want to work in a more exible way in the longer term.
# But with this, it offered a great opportunity to tap into the overseas talent marketplace
Looking at the daarta..
# Again the 80/20 rule emerged in this trendline
# It's fair to say, that 80% of investors were impressed with the way their invested founders
had reacted, 20% not so much
# For the most part, Founders were praised as being calm, cool, pragmatic, quick, sharp and
decisive - slashing costs immediately, raising funds, pivoting messaging to clients where
needed
# Notably, realistic views have replaced an aspirational approach
# Also the majority of funds commented their founders have bene ted from the crisis and
seen growth, so far
Finally
# Many of the investors were really interested in the performance of founders in respect of
being able to motivate and effectively manage their workforce and business with leaner
resources, much more virtually
# One VC mentioned "How a management team reacted during Covid" will be a key question
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Again, here are further prominent opinions from some leading UK investors on this
important topic, 6 months in..

"As the COVID-19 challenges continue to evolve, we continue to be
impressed by the agility, resilience and creativity of the founders at the
helm of our portfolio companies. Some companies, such as Boom Cycle,
Secret Food Tours and HotelMap have cut costs to the minimum and are
mothballed for the time being. Other companies have adapted their
product offerings and strengthened their online selling, including Floom
and Me+Em. We also have several companies that continue to exceed
expectations, including Stitch & Story, Popsa, Plenish and Pasta
Evangelists. Despite the current economic headwinds, we remain
con dent that our diverse portfolio is in good shape to handle the
forthcoming challenges"

"We've had a good response from our founders. Our portfolio is
exclusively digital so they all have the ability to WFH. Most have seen
some effect on revenue, but when that effect has been negative founders
have generally reacted well to shrink burn"

"There's a bit of everything, but I'd say generally very impressed. In this
ecosystem, it's in my view obvious that founders were generally hit the
worst, and I believe that they all deserve a lot of recognition for any
endeavour they undertook to ght this madness"

"Those that have made the tough decisions have gotten the funding.
Those that haven't, haven't"

"Without exception it’s been inspiring to see how the Founders in our
portfolio have reacted. But it is taking its toll – providing the leadership
and energy that teams need to remain engaged, while dealing with the
practicalities of managing a remote workforce and bearing the stress and
worries that are inevitable right now is clearly draining for many. We are
trying to help where we can, but sadly this is the territory of being a
founder and why so many don’t make it. Equally, this is where the most
impressive leaders are really stepping up and careers are made"
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INVESTMENT TRENDS - INEQUALITY &
SUSTAINABILITY: THE VC REACTIONS
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THE SUMMER BROUGHT A RENEWED FOCUS ON
LOTS OF THE ILLS OF SOCIETY & THE ENVIRONMENT,
THE HAVE BESET THE DEVELOPED WORLD FOR
YEARS
IN A SIMILAR VEIN THE INVESTMENT COMMUNITY IN
THE UK TOOK TIME TO RE-ASSESS AND PROVIDE
THEIR PERSPECTIVE ON THESE KEY AREAS, WHERE
INVESTMENT COULD POTENTIALLY SUPPORT & HELP
CHANGE IN THE STIGMA AND BIAS

If we look at each of these key areas, in assessing the responses - there is a clear disparity and
also acknowledgement that more needs to be done,..
Equality in investments:
# The majority of funds took this approach when asked about these areas - we are assessing
various policies we have but have already made a conscious effort to reduce inequality and
increase diversity, and it shows in the founders of our investments over the past 18 months.
# However, this was also tempered by the consideration that there goal is always to invest in
the best founders with the strongest propositions regardless of factors like: race, gender,
sexuality.
# A number of the respondents highlighted that in the last 5 years they'd invested in a higher
contingent of women founders, but have not seen enough quali ed deal ow from other
groups (probably for a variety of reasons outside of their control,
# All agreed it has been harder (in my opinion) to raise funds, execute on client partnerships,
and be part of the start-up environment (part of the bene t-of-the-doubt problem) as a
member of a minority group.
Equality in their own businesses:
# Several commented that their IC is made up of multi-gendered, multi-cultural, and multiethnic members. Several stressed that they felt Portfolio companies needed to take on board
greater diversity in their hiring
# More generally it was felt that at a top level, the VC world needs to expand its demographic
of investors. and one investor poignantly comment that it's a shame it’s taken all these
tragedies to make such obvious and important changes. in the world of VC
Sustainability as a focus area
# On sustainability and impact - it is widely seen that this has been one of the areas of
investment growth in 2019-2020, with Covid - 19 accelerating this further. However, relative
to the investment strategies of the rest of the industry, it's seemingly still like a "pimple on
the elephant's bottom", said one fund
Building on this interesting assessment, here are some the most interesting perspectives on
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"We certainly have this on our agenda and have backed a number of ESG
businesses in the last 12 months"

"An interesting fact about Pembroke, we have the highest % of female
founders in our portfolio in the VCT industry. We are always looking at
ways to be better in the aspects you mention and continue leading the
way"

"We have an open application process, starting with a form on our site
(www.triplepoint.vc). We have invested in female and minority founders
and continue to do so. We are driven by business plan, not sex or
ethnicity. We are looking to work closely with female and ethnic minority
startup groups to ensure we see as much deal ow from these founders
as possible, but we will always be driven by business plan"

"We already measure the statistics of underrepresented groups that
come through our pipe and work closely with 3rd-party orgs whose
mission is to correct this"

"These have been driving forces in the society for many years and it is
great to see that it’s been nally brought to the forefront of everyone’s
minds. We have been actively engaging with communities on all of those
aspects for years now and have several additional initiatives planned to
continue supporting the ecosystem"

CHRIS' COVID CRACKERS

INSTAGRAMUSEMENTS
So likely to be last minute government directives for dogs next
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The winner of Take Art's facemask competition is this cracker from James in
Doncaster

*** SEE YOU IN SEPTEMBER - WITH MORE THOUGHTS FROM OUR
COMMUNITY ***
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